
PTF STYLE GUIDE
APPROVED LOGOS 
These are the approved versions of the PTF logo that are available for use. Determining which logo to use is
based on audience, placement of the logo, and the formatting of the document or object. To make sure the
logo remains readable, no content should breach the clear space around the logo. If at any time you are not
sure which logo to use, please contact the marketing team for guidance. 

HORIZONTAL STACKED
This logo is PTF's primary logo and is used
primarily for digital content.

STACKED T-BUG
This logo is for most digital uses and
should be the default logo used for any
promotional materials on social media.

PLEASE KEEP IN MIND: The Pat Tillman Foundation logo should not appear in any color other than navy
blue or white. Do not stretch or distort the logo in any way. The placement and sizing of the logo will
depend on the individual design of each piece of content. Please do not outline, adjust colors, add gradients,
distort or stretch, or add drop shadows.

APPROVED COLOR PALETTE

#000000
RGB (0, 0, 0)
CMYK (0, 0, 0, 100)

#FFFFFF
RGB (255, 255, 255)
CMYK (0, 0, 0, 0)

#002855
RGB (0 , 40, 85)
CMYK (100, 53, 0, 67)
PMS 648C

#00A9E0
RGB (0, 169, 224)
CMYK (100, 25, 0, 12)
PMS 299C

#EFA00B
RGB (239, 160, 11)
CMYK (0, 33, 95, 6)
PMS 137C

PLEASE NOTE: We consider the color gray to be a shade of black. When creating content and wanting to use
this shade, please set black to 80% transparency for dark gray. For light gray, set black to 20% transparency.

Navy Cyan Marigold Black White



COLOR PALETTE ACCESSIBILITY
In concordance with Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the following color combinations may be
used when designing content. 

Aa Aa Aa

AaAaAa

Aa Aa Aa

Aa AaAa

White on Navy Marigold on Navy Cyan on Navy

White on Black Marigold on Black Cyan on Black

Navy on Marigold Black on Marigold Navy on Cyan

Black on Cyan Navy on White Black on White



APPROVED FONT GUIDELINES FOR DIGITAL CONTENT
When creating documents or content that will be distributed digitally, they must follow these font rules.

TITLE 
Passion One 
Weight: Regular/Normal 
Size: 45 
Entire heading capitalized

 

HEADING 1 
Passion One 
Weight: Regular/Normal 
Size: 25 
Entire subheading capitalized

Heading 2 
Lato 
Weight: Black Regular 
Size: 16 

Body 
Lato 
Weight: Regular/Normal Size: 16
 
Captions 
Lato 
Weight: Regular/Normal Size: 13 

When creating content through email platforms or any other platform that does not feature Passion One or
Lato as fonts, please use Arial in their places.

APPROVED FONT GUIDELINES FOR PRINT CONTENT
When creating documents or content that will be distributed digitally, they must follow these font rules. 

TITLE 
Passion One 
Weight: Regular/Normal 
Size: 45 
Entire heading capitalized

 

HEADING 1 
Passion One 
Weight: Regular/Normal 
Size: 25 
Entire subheading capitalized

Heading 2 
Lato 
Weight: Black Regular 
Size: 9

Body 
Lato 
Weight: Regular/Normal Size: 9
 
Captions 
Lato 
Weight: Regular/Normal Size: 7 



APPROVED FONT GUIDELINES FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
When creating social media content, the same font families on page 24 apply, with the exception of font
weight, size, and kerning. These can be altered based on the specific designs themselves. For social media
content, we also may include an approved script font, Holiday, as seen in the provided example.

TITLE/HEADING 
Passion One 
Entire heading capitalized

Main Body Font 
Lato 

Secondary Body Font 
Holiday

PAT TILLMAN IMAGERY
PTF has permission to use the following select images (located in the Pat Tillman Photos folder)
copyrighted by family, friends, and sports photographers to highlight Pat's career and service. When
presenting Pat Tillman digitally or through print, ensure the images are high resolution and unpixelated. Do
not distort the dimensions of these photos to fit a space that is too large or too small. Note: Pat's image is
not to be used on any type of merchandise at any time. 



TILLMAN SCHOLAR IMAGERY
When presenting Tillman Scholars digitally or through print make sure photography is exposed correctly.
Request permission to use Tillman Scholar’s personal photography. All photos approved for use are located
in the Tillman Scholar Photos folder.

Guidelines: Present Tillman Scholars in their professional environment. Present Tillman Scholars with PTF
branding as much as possible and use PTF branding as much as possible in photography. Access to military
photos is limited; use the best available. For Tillman Scholars that are on active duty, please remove or take
down photos if requested. 

See the Tillman Scholar Photos folder for more
approved photos.


